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Call it Classic Rock, Pop/Rock, Hard Rock, Soft Rock or what you will. The bottom line is IT Rocks... The

many diverse sounds of music are fused with Rock in this album and can be related to by every listener.

10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Classic Rock, ROCK: 80's Rock Details: "Audiophile" is a Rock band fueled by

driving guitars and melodic songs. Rock music of the Classic Rock era with a modern twist. Based in

NYC, this up and coming band's first album has a variety of sounds which gives "Audiophile" its unique

nature. The diversity of this album's sound can be heard through each and every song. Each song has its

unique texture which allows the listener to actually sit through the entire album without thinking he/she

heard 10 songs which were exactly the same. The first track "Tonight" is an uptempo rocker reflecting on

the motion of a routine life and trying to escape from it. Its strong guitar sounds mix well with the mellow

piano parts and the "not too soft yet not too hard" vocals balance everything out. "Always" is the pop song

of the album with very minimal guitars while "Take Me Back" is an experimental song with the attempt to

fuse keyboards behind a pop/rock feel. Track number six, "God", is the hardest of the songs which tries to

go for a darker approach from the rest of the album. Harder vocals, harder guitars, and of course harder

drums. Rolling Stones fans will definitely connect with "Crown of Life"; a song heavily influenced by some

of the softer classic rock songs of the 70's. And Bon Jovi fans will love "I Must Be in Love" which is a song

with a more 80's sound. The only way to experience it is to actually listen to it. So if you love the Rolling

Stones, U2, Queen, Bon Jovi, etc. You'll love "Audiophile". Reviews: -Audiophile released their debut self

titled album as a self financed release last year and they come from the United States. The main man

behind this band is Aeric Leigh, who did all the vocals and the keyboards whenever and wherever the

band uses them. This album has ten tracks and their music can be described as melodic rock with some

progressive touches. I found the album of Audiophile as an oasis from the metal flame, not that I blame
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metal, I like metal of course but also when I receive rock releases I hear them with a lot of interest. The

guitar work is really good and the guitar riffs really nice. Also the production and the sound are really

good. Last but not least the band works a lot and the compositions are really well worked. If you like rock

music and you want to hear something interesting and something fresh you can hear the stuff from

Audiophile. -Antonis Maglaras, Behind the Veil Webzine
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